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General analytic predictions of two-field inflation and perturbative reheating
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The observational signatures of multi-field inflation will generally evolve as the Universe reheats.
We introduce a general analytic formalism for tracking this evolution through perturbative reheating,
applicable to two field models with arbitrary separable potentials. The various transitions, including
the onset of scalar field oscillations and the reheating of each field, can happen in different orders and
on arbitrary hypersurfaces. The effective equations of state of the oscillating fields are also arbitrary.
Nevertheless, our results are surprisingly simple. Our formalism encapsulates and generalises a huge
range of previous calculations including two-field inflation, spectator models, the inhomogeneous end
of inflation scenario and numerous generalised curvaton scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
The presence of isocurvature modes in the early Uni-
verse has a profound influence on the evolution of cos-
mic observables. During the slow-roll inflationary phase,
this effect has been tracked analytically by Vernizzi and
Wands [1], extending earlier work [2], for two-field mod-
els with arbitrary sum-separable potentials. Their results
apply to models where reheating occurs suddenly, such as
two-field Hybrid inflation where inflation is terminated
by the destabilisation of a third heavy field [3–6]. In
such cases, the isocurvature modes are assumed to de-
cay almost instantaneously due to the onset of a phase
of thermal equilibrium. It is possible that this process
of sudden reheating may occur on a non-uniform density
hypersurface. This is known as the Inhomogeneous End
of Inflation scenario [3, 5, 7–12] and has been recently
summarised and constrained by Planck data in ref. [13].
Since the method of Vernizzi and Wands [1] tracks per-
turbations until the end of inflation, their work is equally
applicable to any two-field separable potential where ob-
servable statistics attain constant conserved values before
the end of inflation. This happens when the isocurvature
modes decay during inflation and the system reaches an
‘adiabatic limit’ [14, 15].
More generally, isocurvature modes may be present
after inflation, and inflation may not end suddenly.
This will mean that both the inflationary and the post-
inflationary phases will cause the cosmic observables to
evolve. As emphasised in Elliston et al. [15], robust pre-
dictions can only then be generated if the primordial
perturbations are tracked through the post-inflationary
phases, either until isocurvature modes do finally decay,
or until the time at which the system is observed. In
particular, it is of vital importance to consider how cos-
mic observables may be sensitive to the process by which
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the Universe reheats. In addition to the sudden non-
perturbative reheating mechanism present in Hybrid in-
flation, perturbative reheating can also be considered. In
this case an oscillating field dissipates its energy more
gradually, often significantly after the end of inflation.
Therefore any analytic calculation for a model exhibiting
this behaviour must give due consideration to the post-
inflationary phases. The most prominent example of the
effect of perturbative reheating on the generation of pri-
mordial perturbations is the ‘curvaton’ scenario [16–19].
A third method to reheat the Universe is preheating,
driven by explosive resonant particle production. Like
the end of Hybrid inflation, this form of reheating is sud-
den and non-perturbative. If the field into which energy
is being transferred is light, it can have a significant effect
on the evolution of perturbations [20–23]. Since such ef-
fects must be studied using lattice simulations, however,
we shall not consider this behaviour in our analytic work,
restricting our attention instead to perturbative reheat-
ing.
The goal of this paper is to augment the work of
Vernizzi and Wands [1] to derive a simple and usable
set of analytic formulae that allow us to understand how
perturbative reheating modifies cosmic observables. Our
method can be applied to any two-field sum-separable
model. We draw upon and generalise many different cal-
culations that have been tailored to more specific scenar-
ios; these scenarios may then be recovered as particular
limits of our work. In particular, we account for the Mod-
ulated Reheating scenario [24–30] where the hypersurface
on which a particular field reheats is directly dependent
on the value of an additional light field, and for a multi-
tude of possible generalisations to the standard curvaton
scenario. These include modulation of the onset of cur-
vaton oscillations [31, 32], modulation of the reheating
hypersurface for the curvaton [33–37], and modulation
of the reheating hypersurface for the inflaton [38]. See
refs. [13, 27, 39] for other works drawing links between
these scenarios.
Our work follows a considerable amount of recent ef-
fort in this field. Numerical studies [15, 40] have demon-
strated that altering the decay widths of one or both
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2fields causes the local shape bispectrum parameter fNL
to evolve. Subsequently, Meyers and Tarrant [41] demon-
strated that this evolution was caused by the same phys-
ical mechanism operating behind the curvaton scenario;
the curvature perturbation is modified by the relative
redshifting of two components with different equations
of state. They showed this by providing general ana-
lytic formulae that describe the evolution of perturba-
tions during the perturbative reheating phase. The effect
of perturbative reheating has also been discussed in the
context of particular models in refs. [42, 43].
The formalism that we develop in this paper is more
general than that of Meyers and Tarrant [41]. We al-
low for reheating to occur on arbitrary hypersurfaces,
allowing us to consider the modulated reheating scenar-
ios discussed above. Since there is no agreed analytic
method for fixing the hypersurfaces of oscillation onset,
we also leave these hypersurfaces arbitrary. This ensures
that our formalism, instead of being limited by the lack
of a well-defined oscillation criterion, may be used as a
testing-ground for choosing between methods of defining
the oscillation hypersurfaces. The explicit nature of our
formalism also makes it very simple to interpret and to
obtain standard limiting cases.
We split the evolution into four phases, labelled A,
B, C and D, which are summarised in figure 1. At any
particular time, the two components involved will be
described either as scalar fields undergoing generalised
slow-roll, or as fluids with a constant equation of state.
Phase A contains two slow-roll fields and is therefore
a reiteration of the results of ref. [1]. The four-phase
picture we employ is a choice which covers the vast
majority of models encountered in the literature, but
it is not exhaustive. However, the basic tools that we
develop can be assembled by the user to tackle any
similar problem even if it falls outside of our picture.
Paper structure: In §II we introduce the necessary
background theory. §III then shows how the curvature
perturbation ζ may be computed in terms of horizon exit
field perturbations and provides the principle result of
this paper. §IV then provides a general discussion re-
garding predictions for the scalar spectral index and the
tensor to scalar ratio. §V provides the ingredients for
deriving predictions at second order, which may be as-
sembled to suit specific problems as we show in §VI. We
conclude in §VII and some supporting formulae are given
in the appendix.
II. BACKGROUND THEORY
Observable quantities: The primordial curvature per-
turbation on uniform density spatial hypersurfaces is de-
noted by ζ (e.g. [44]). The statistical properties of ζ
are constrained by observations and are the basis for the
observational quantities we are interested in. They are
commonly measured in terms of the power spectrum and
bispectrum (and trispectrum), which are defined as
〈ζk1ζk2〉 ≡ (2pi)3δ3(k1 + k2)Pζ(k) ,
〈ζk1 ζk2 ζk3〉 ≡ (2pi)3δ3(k1 + k2 + k3)Bζ(k1, k2, k3) ,
respectively, where for the two point statistics we de-
fine the common magnitude k = |k1| = |k2|. The
power spectrum is commonly written in the dimension-
less form Pζ(k) = (2pi
2/k3)Pζ(k), which has mild scale-
dependence parametrized by the scalar spectral index
nζ−1 = d lnPζ/d ln k. For the canonical models of inter-
est in this paper, only the local shape of non-Gaussianity
is relevant and this can be written in terms of the weakly
scale-dependent fNL parameter as
Bζ(k1, k2, k3) = 6
5
fNL
[
Pζ(k1)Pζ(k2) + 2 perms
]
. (1)
The δN formalism: In order to follow the evolution
of ζ on super-horizon scales, and calculate its statistics,
we employ the separate universe approach to perturba-
tion theory [45, 46], and the δN formalism [47–49]. This
equates ζ to the variation in the number of efolds N be-
tween a flat hypersurface at horizon exit, which we label
‘∗’, and a subsequent uniform density hypersurface. For
a system of scalar fields ϕi we can then expand ζ in terms
of field perturbations at horizon exit as
ζ ≡ δN = N,iδϕ∗i +
1
2
N,ijδϕ
∗
i δϕ
∗
j + . . . , (2)
where we employ the summation convention and N,i =
∂N/∂φ∗i . The δN formalism allows us to write simple
expressions for the cosmological parameters Pζ , nζ , r˜ and
fNL, where r˜ is the ratio of the tensor and scalar power
spectra. Here, since we only consider two fields φ and σ,
it is helpful to define the parameter R = N2,σ/N
2
,φ such
that R  1 means that φ dominates the linear order
statistics and R  1 implies the σ field dominates. For
the case of sum-separable potentials one then finds [1]
Pζ = N2,φ
(
1 +R
)Pδφ , (3a)
r˜ =
8
M2plN
2
,φ(1 +R)
, (3b)
nζ − 1 = −2∗ + 2
Rη∗σσ + η
∗
φφ −M−2pl N−2,φ
1 +R
, (3c)
6
5
fNL =
1
(1 +R)2
(
N,φφ
N2,φ
+ 2
N,φσ
N,φN,σ
R+
N,σσ
N2,σ
R2
)
,
(3d)
where Pδφ = 〈δφ∗ δφ∗〉 = 〈δσ∗ δσ∗〉 = H2∗/4pi2.
Scalar field evolution: We prescribe that the fields φ
and σ are not directly coupled. This requires that the in-
flationary potential has a sum-separable form V (φ, σ) =
Uφ(φ) + Uσ(σ). The scalar fields then each evolve as
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ U ′φ = 0 , (4)
3FIG. 1: Summary of the four stages of our calculation. Phase A persists for NA efolds between the hypersurfaces at times t∗
and tA. Note that since γφ does not change at t
B then γBφ = γ
C
φ and we use the latter throughout.
where an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to
coordinate time. Note that we use primes in two distinct
ways: when applied to a potential U they denote a partial
derivatives U ′φ = ∂Uφ/∂φ, and for all other quantities
they denote derivatives with respect to the number of
efolds N as σ′ = dσ/dN . Kawasaki et al. [32] showed
that the dynamics associated with eq. (4) approach those
of the linear-order attractor solution
cHφ˙ = −U ′φ , (5)
where c = 3+ is a function of the background cosmology.
One therefore finds values c = 3 for de Sitter, c = 5 for
radiation and c = 9/2 for matter background equation of
state. Defining the generalised slow-roll parameters
φ =
M2plU
′
φ
2
2ρ2
, ηφφ =
M2plU
′′
φ
ρ
, (6)
where ρ is the total density, one requires that |ηφφ|  c/3
for the solution (5) to be valid.
Oscillating fields: Once a scalar field nears the
minimum of its potential then the attractor solution
(5) breaks down and the field begins oscillations. If
the minimum of the Uφ potential can be described
perturbatively by the monomial Uφ = λφ
p, where p is
a constant, then the time-averaged behaviour of the
oscillating φ field behaves as a fluid ρφ which redshifts
according to the equation ρ′φ = −3γφρφ where γφ is the
equation of state which we presume to be constant. For
a quadratic minimum with p = 2 the fluid evolves like
dust with γφ = 1, whereas for a quartic minimum with
p = 4 the fluid evolves like radiation with γφ = 4/3.
In this phase we can model the field as a fluid, which
significantly simplifies analytic calculations. This fluid
approximation is also useful for numerical work, since it
avoids the computational expense of tracking an oscillat-
ing field over many efolds. We include this in our numer-
ical implementation for scenarios involving very many
oscillations by allowing such an oscillating field to decay
into an effective fluid with the same equation of state.
The equations which allow this decay to proceed, while
conserving energy, are
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ Γeffφ φ˙+ U
′
φ = 0 , (7a)
ρ˙φ + 3γφHρφ − Γeffφ φ˙2 = 0 , (7b)
where the Γeffφ parameter controls when the oscillating
field decays. This follows because most of the energy
in the oscillating field is transferred to the effective
fluid when Γeffφ ∼ H, and so we must select a value of
Γeffφ to ensure that this transfer happens deep into the
oscillating regime. Whilst it is not technically correct to
include this term in the equations of motion before the
oscillations begin [40], our method has the advantage of
avoiding spurious issues associated with choosing a time
to turn this term on. Any inaccuracy incurred can be
damped exponentially by decreasing Γeffφ , which allows
more oscillations before the decay. Where we include
these effective fluids in our numerical implementation,
we ensure accuracy by verifying that Γeffφ is sufficiently
small that our results are insensitive to the precise
value. The σ field can oscillate as an effective fluid in an
analogous way.
Perturbative reheating: Perturbative reheating is a
phase of evolution in which an oscillating scalar field
gradually loses energy to other particles [50], and eventu-
ally, perhaps through further decays, to the particles of
the Standard Model. From the cosmological perspective,
perturbative reheating can be described via effective field
equations that couple the fields to their decay products.
The simplest case has each field coupled to a single
decay product which can be modelled as a fluid with a
fixed equation of state. For the φ field, this coupling is
mediated through a parameter Γφ, and similarly for σ.
Note that Γφ is a physical parameter that alters the pre-
dictions of the model, unlike Γeffφ which does not. Given
that the decay occurs when the oscillating field is act-
ing like an effective fluid ρφ, an equivalent description is
the decay from one fluid (the effective oscillating field) to
another fluid. We assume that the decay product from
one field does not interact with the decay product of the
other field.
Reheating actually takes place over some time interval
in which both the effective fluid ρφ and its decay product
must be modelled. This is captured by simple numerical
4implementations, but our analytic calculation employs
the assumption of an instantaneous transition. This is
a good approximation since the majority of the density
in the oscillating field is always converted to the decay
fluid when Γφ ∼ H [51]. Thus the reheating of φ can be
analytically modelled by a single fluid ρφ that undergoes
an instantaneous change in its equation of state γφ on
the reheating hypersurface. If Γφ is truly a constant, the
reheating surface will be a uniform density hypersurface,
but in practice Γ might be modulated by one of the
fields leading to a modulated reheating scenario. Our
analytic methods fully account for this possibility.
Four-phase setup: We calculate δN for an evolution
consisting of four phases as summarised in figure 1.
Without loss of generality we presume that the φ field is
the first to begin oscillations at a time tA, whilst the σ
field begins to oscillate at a time tB. At a later time tC
one of these fluids will decay to radiation and the final
field decays to radiation at a time tD. We do not require
that these decays occur in a particular order, but we do
presume that such decays are instantaneous and that
they only occur after both fields have begun oscillating.
This four-phase calculation is a choice that allows us to
describe many different models, but it is not exhaustive.
However, we stress that predictions can be made for
models that do not fit into our four-phase picture, simply
by assembling our formalism in a different order.
III. δN FOR TWO FIELDS AND FLUIDS
In this section we derive simple δN formulae that
apply to all two-component scenarios where the compo-
nents are not directly coupled. To maintain generality
we allow the important transitions (where the fields
begin oscillating or the fluids decay to radiation) to
occur on arbitrary hypersurfaces. We begin by writing
an expression for the total value of N between t∗ and
tD. Differentiating this then provides us with N,φ and
N,σ which may then be differentiated to find the higher
order derivatives such as N,σσ. Therefore, our linear
result for δN that traverses both the field and fluid
regimes is the principle goal of this paper.
A. Deriving an expression for δN .
Between tA and tD the exact integrability of the ρφ
equation of motion ensures that we are able to use it as
a clock. We find the number of efolds in these phases by
integrating the ρφ equation of motion to yield
NB =
1
3γCφ
ln
ρAφ
ρBφ
, NC =
1
3γCφ
ln
ρBφ
ρCφ
, ND =
1
3γDφ
ln
ρCφ
ρDφ
.
(8)
The contribution NA is found by integrating the equation
of motion (5) for the φ field with cA = 3 due to the scalar
field domination. One finds
NA = −
∫ A
∗
Uφ
M2plU
′
φ
dφ−
∫ A
∗
Uσ
M2plU
′
σ
dσ , (9)
where we have used the slow-roll assumption to equate
the total density to the summed potential energy as
ρ = Uφ + Uσ and we have applied eq. (5) which relates
the evolution of the two fields as dφ/U ′φ = dσ/U
′
σ. Com-
bining these results we find the total number of efolds
N = NA +NB +NC +ND as
N = −
∫ A
∗
Uφ
M2plU
′
φ
dφ −
∫ A
∗
Uσ
M2plU
′
σ
dσ
− 1
3γCφ
ln
ρCφ
ρAφ
− 1
3γDφ
ln
ρDφ
ρCφ
. (10)
Varying this result provides δN . The lower boundary
terms from the two integrals in eq. (10) yield the two
contributions to ζ that define the ‘Horizon Crossing Ap-
proximation’ (HCA) [15, 52–54] and so we write these
terms as
δNHCA =
Uφ
M2plU
′
φ
∣∣∣∣
∗
δφ∗ +
Uσ
M2plU
′
σ
∣∣∣∣
∗
δσ∗ . (11)
The complete result for δN includes terms proportional
to perturbations on hypersurfaces tA, tB, tC and tD as
δN = δNHCA − Uφ
M2plU
′
φ
∣∣∣∣
A
δφA − Uσ
M2plU
′
σ
∣∣∣∣
A
δσA
+
1
3γCφ
δ ln ρAφ +
(γCφ − γDφ )
3γCφ γ
D
φ
δ ln ρCφ −
1
3γDφ
δ ln ρDφ . (12)
The HCA exploits the simplifying assumption, when it
is valid, that all of the perturbations on these later hy-
persurfaces are negligible and so δN = δNHCA. For this
to be the case, isocurvature perturbations must be atten-
uated during phase A so that the only perturbation at
times t ≥ tA is a single adiabatic mode. Since an adia-
batic perturbation intercepts a foliating hypersurface at
a unique phase space point, any model that achieves this
adiabatic condition by or before tA will have negligible
field perturbations at later times as measured on any such
hypersurface.
Eq. (12) is complete and technically contains both N,φ
and N,σ but before these can be read off we need to re-
late the perturbations at later times to their values at
horizon exit. This is the challenging part of this calcu-
lation which occupies the rest of this section, where we
relate all perturbations to those at horizon exit in a very
general way that does not require any specific choices for
the hypersurfaces of the transitions at the times tA, tB,
tC or tD, or any specific equations of state for the oscil-
lating fields. These conditions may then be fitted to the
problem at hand. We note that we therefore provide all
5of the tools necessary for investigating the effect of mod-
ulated oscillations or modulated reheating in one unified
analytic framework.
Finally, we note that if one wishes to identify ζ = δN
then one needs to take the limit where the hypersurface
at tD is one of uniform density. We do not automatically
make this assertion in our method, partially because it
is just as easy to remain general, but also because it is
conceivable that one may wish to consider a more general
model which includes subsequent phases after tD before
the calculation is complete, and these may not match
onto the end of phase D on a hypersurface of uniform
density.
B. Accounting for arbitrary hypersurfaces.
Before we can evaluate δN in terms of horizon exit per-
turbations we must first introduce the technology that
will allow us to parametrize the hypersurfaces of oscilla-
tion and reheating in full generality. This is simply done
by defining four different functions fA, fB, fC and fD,
one for each transition, where each of these f -functions
are dependent on the densities ρφ and ρσ at their respec-
tive times of evaluation and all four f -functions equal
constants. These then allow us to relate the two pertur-
bations on a given hypersurface, such as
fA,σδρ
A
σ + f
A
,φδρ
A
φ = 0 , (13)
where f,φ = ∂f/∂ρφ. These terms only ever appear in
the ratio f,φ/f,σ and so there is effectively only one pa-
rameter here. Note that if one or both of the components
are fields then we identify ρα → Uα. We also note that
in the case of a uniform density hypersurface one finds
f,φ = f,σ = 1, or a uniform-σ hypersurface has f,φ = 0.
Such relations are useful because they allow us to
rewrite all instances of σ perturbations on the given hy-
persurfaces in terms of φ perturbations, which greatly
simplifies the algebra when computing δN . Another al-
gebraic simplification is made by defining a parameter
‘r’ associated to each hypersurface. Physically r is the
proportion by which the time-evolution of the hypersur-
face function f is sourced by the evolution of the σ-
component, meaning that it has a general form as
r =
f,σρ
′
σ
f,σρ′σ + f,φρ′φ
. (14)
We note that in general r may take any positive or neg-
ative real value, depending on the hypersurface function
f . The constraints imposed on f in the uniform density
case equate to placing bounds on r as 0 ≤ r ≤ 1. To
be concrete, r is calculated fractionally before the hyper-
surface in question such that there is no ambiguity as
to which formula should be used for the evolution of the
various densities appearing in eq. (14). We then find the
reheating hypersurface at tD has rD of the form
rD =
f,σγσρσ
f,σγσρσ + f,φγφρφ
∣∣∣∣
D
, (15)
and rC is identical after relabeling D→ C. We note that
rD reduces to the Lyth ‘r’ parameter in the standard
quadratic curvaton scenario when γDσ = 1 and γ
D
φ = 4/3
and the hypersurface at tD is uniform density.
Hypersurface of oscillation onset: There is no clear
analytic prescription for determining when a field begins
to oscillate. In this paper, we shall remain agnostic about
this choice and allow oscillations to begin on arbitrary
hypersurfaces. One way to achieve this is via the same
methodology used for the reheating hypersurfaces. But
we now show that it is also useful to define ‘oscillation
factors’ xφ and xσ. These are simply another way to
encode the values of the parameters f,φ and f,σ.
Considering the hypersurface at tA where the φ field
begins to oscillate, we approximate the dynamics t ≤
tA by generalised slow-roll behaviour following eq. (5),
whereas for t ≥ tA we presume it to be a fluid. Both
of these approximations break down as t approaches the
transition at tA. We axiomatically maintain constant en-
ergy density over the transition, but the imperfect match-
ing of these two different approximations ensures that we
cannot also maintain a constant rate of change of energy
density across the transition. We therefore define the os-
cillation factor xφ as the ratio of dUφ/dN and dρφ/dN
immediately before and after the onset of oscillations at
tA. Defining xσ analogously at t
B, both oscillation fac-
tors may be written as
xφ =
γCφ
M2pl
3 ρ ρφ
U ′φ
2
∣∣∣∣
A
, xσ =
γCσ
M2pl
c ρ ρσ
U ′σ
2
∣∣∣∣
B
. (16)
The imperfect nature of the approximations that we
make to the true scalar field dynamics therefore appear,
not exclusively, in values of x that are deviant from unity.
The caveat ‘not exclusively’ is important: even if the den-
sity and its first time derivative are continuous over the
boundary, there is no guarantee that the higher order
derivatives will be, which will prevent perfect matching.
For the models considered in this paper we find that these
oscillation factors are always of order unity. This suggests
that we are not introducing significant error by modelling
the scalar field evolution as an initial phase of generalised
slow-roll followed by a fluid phase. However, other mod-
els may break this condition. Such models may simply
require a different choice of oscillation hypersurface, or it
is also possible that there may be non-slow roll dynamics
that need to be considered.
As an example of how to pick a particular hyper-
surface, let us consider the prescription of Kawasaki et
al. [32] where tA is defined by |φ′/φ|A = 1 and tB obeys
|σ′/σ|B = 1. This method seems sensible because it will
define oscillations to begin when the field has sufficient
velocity to reach the minimum within one efold. One
then finds
xφ = 3γ
C
φ
Uφ
φU ′φ
∣∣∣∣
A
, xσ = 3γ
C
σ
Uσ
σ U ′σ
∣∣∣∣
B
, (17a)
6fA,σ = 1 , f
A
,φ = 1 +
M2pl
φA
2
(
1− U
′′
φφ
U ′φ
)
A
, (17b)
fB,φ = 1 , f
B
,σ = 1 +
3M2pl
cBσB
2
(
1− U
′′
σσ
U ′σ
)
B
. (17c)
These may easily be found for a given potential, for exam-
ple, if the oscillations begin in the vicinity of a quadratic
or quartic potential minimum then:
• Quadratic: x = 3/2 and oscillations begin on a
uniform density hypersurface with f,φ = f,σ = 1.
• Quartic: x = 1 and oscillations begin on a non-
uniform density hypersurface. At tB one finds fB,φ =
1, fB,σ = 1 − 6M2pl/(cσ2)B, whereas at tA one finds
fA,σ = 1, f
A
,φ = 1− 2M2pl/φ2A.
The final quantities to evaluate are rA and rB. These
follow simply after we note the following relations
ρ′φ
A
= U ′φ
A
φ′A , (18a)
ρ′σ
A
= U ′σ
A
σ′A , (18b)
ρ′φ
B
= −3γCφ ρBφ , (18c)
ρ′σ
B
= −3M2plU ′σB
2
/(cBρB) = −3γCσ ρBσ/xσ . (18d)
Explicit forms for rA and rB the follow as
1
rA
= 1 +
f,φU
′
φ
2
f,σU ′σ
2
∣∣∣∣
A
,
1
rB
= 1 + xσ
γCφ
γCσ
f,φρφ
f,σρσ
∣∣∣∣
B
. (19)
C. Relating perturbations to horizon exit
We now show how the perturbations on the hyper-
surfaces at tA, tB, tC and tD can be written in terms of
perturbations at horizon exit.
Perturbations at tA: This relation is equivalent to that
derived by Vernizzi and Wands [1]. Starting with the
equations of motion one can relate the two fields as∫ A
∗
1
U ′φ
dφ =
∫ A
∗
1
U ′σ
dσ . (20)
Varying these integrals yields only four boundary terms
and we can eliminate one of δσA or δφA in favour of the
other by using eq. (13) to find
1
U ′φ
ArA
δφA =
−1
U ′σ
A(1− rA)δσ
A =
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗ , (21)
where the choice of hypersurface at tA is arbitrary and
is encapsulated within the parameter rA.
Perturbations at tB: This is the most challenging part
of our calculation. We seek a relation between the per-
turbations δρBφ to δρ
A
φ starting from the relation
M2pl
cBγCφ
∫ B
A
1
ρ
d ln ρφ =
∫ B
A
1
U ′σ
dσ . (22)
The challenge arises due to the presence of the ρ factor
in eq. (22). There are three cases to consider depending
on the relative energy density of the two components
throughout phase B:
ρφ dominates: In this case we may approximate ρ ≈ ρφ
and functional variation of eq. (22) then yields only four
boundary terms. We can express these in terms of δρAφ
and δρBφ by employing the f
A and fB versions of eq. (13)
to eliminate the terms involving δσA and δσB. Finally
we can write δρAφ in terms of horizon exit perturbations
using eq. (21). The result is given in eq. (23), where
we have defined QA and QS such that they both equal
unity in simple models such as the standard curvaton
scenario.
Uσ dominates: If the Uσ potential dominates the
energy density throughout phase B then we may easily
adapt the above analytic method to compute δ ln ρBφ
by multiplying eq. (22) by ρ ≈ Uσ before integrating.
The result then follows by the same procedure as
above, arriving at almost identical results. The dif-
ference is encapsulated by the modulating parameter QS.
Codominant case (the inflating curvaton): The most
complex scenario that we may encounter is when nei-
ther component dominates throughout phase B. How-
ever, even in this case one may make analytic progress by
noting that Uσ decays much more slowly than ρφ. This
means that one can split phase B into two sub-phases,
the first dominated by ρφ and the second dominated by
Uσ. These two sub-phases are then independently solv-
able using the above methods, the results of which can
then be combined. The second sub-phase drives a sec-
ond bout of inflation, and has been previously dubbed
the ‘inflating curvaton’ model [33, 55]. We shall there-
fore refrain from deriving explicit formulae for this case
and instead provide results for the other two scenarios as
δ ln ρBφ
xσrB
=
γCφ
γCσ
U ′σ
B2
UBσ
QSQA
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
, (23)
QA = 1 +
(
3
cBxφ
− 1
)
rA , (24)
QS =
1 , ρφ dominates ,UAσ
UBσ
, Uσ dominates .
(25)
Note that, even in the case where Uσ dominates, QS
will still approximately equal unity for any model where
7phase B is not long enough for Uσ to drop appreciably.
Perturbations at tC: Perturbations at the beginning
and the end of phase C may be related by noting that
the background equations of motion provide the identity∫ C
B
1
γCφ
d ln ρφ =
∫ C
B
1
γCσ
d ln ρσ . (26)
Functional variation of this relation yields only four
boundary terms. Using eq. (13) to eliminate δρσ in terms
of δρφ, and then using eq. (23) to write δ ln ρ
B
φ in terms
of horizon exit perturbations we find
1
rC
δ ln ρCφ =
γCφ
γCσ
U ′σ
B2
UBσ
QSQBQA
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
, (27)
QB = 1 + (xσ − 1)rB . (28)
Similar to QA, the modulating parameter QB is also
unity for simple models such as the standard curvaton.
Perturbations at tD: For phase D the background
equations of motion relate the fluids as∫ D
C
1
γDφ
d ln ρφ =
∫ D
C
1
γDσ
d ln ρσ . (29)
Functional variation yields four boundary terms which we
again manipulate using eq. (13) to eliminate δρσ in terms
of δρφ. In this case, the functional form of r
C is different
to that of rB and so the result takes a correspondingly
different form as
δ ln ρDφ
rD
=
γDφ
γDσ
(
1 + C1rC
)U ′σB2
UBσ
QSQBQA
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
,
(30)
C1 =
γDσ γ
C
φ − γDφ γCσ
γCσ γ
D
φ
, (31)
where we have collected some of the γ parameters into a
constant C1 where C1 = 0 if neither fluid changes equation
of state at tC. The constant C1 is therefore zero in simple
models such as the standard curvaton model.
D. Putting the pieces together
We have now developed all the technology necessary to
find δN in terms of horizon exit perturbations δφ∗ and
δσ∗. The terms in the original formula (12) for δN that
are evaluated at tA can be combined and simplified using
eq. (21) to yield
− Uφ
M2plU
′
φ
∣∣∣∣
A
δφA − Uσ
M2plU
′
σ
∣∣∣∣
A
δσA +
1
3γCφ
δ ln ρAφ =
1
M2pl
(
1− xφ
xφ
ρArA + UAσ
)(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
, (32)
where we have used the relation
1
3γCφ
δ ln ρAφ =
ρArA
M2plxφ
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
. (33)
Also substituting for δ ln ρCφ and δ ln ρ
D
φ using eqs. (27)
and (30) we obtain our most important result as
δN =
[
UAσ
M2pl
+
1− xφ
M2plxφ
ρArA −QAQBQCQS r
D
3γDσ
U ′σ
B2
UBσ
]
×
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
+ δNHCA . (34)
In this formula we have defined a final modulating pa-
rameter QC
QC = 1 + C1rC − C2 r
C
rD
, (35)
C2 =
γDσ (γ
C
φ − γDφ )
γCσ γ
D
φ
. (36)
One finds C2 = 0 if ρφ does not change equation of state
at tC. This is the case in many simple models such as
the standard curvaton model and so one obtains QC = 1
in this case.
Eq. (34) is the principle results of this paper, providing
us with the linear δN derivatives N,φ and N,σ. This
final result demonstrates why we have defined the four
modulating parameters QA, QB, QC and QS which
are all unity in the the standard curvaton scenario but
may be modified in more general circumstances. The
QA and QB account for the effects originating from the
transitions at tA and tB respectively. QC reflects the
changes in the fluid equations of state at tC. All three of
these Q parameters also encapsulate any modulation of
these hypersurfaces that may be present. Finally, the QS
parameter accounts for deviations from the ‘spectator’
scenario, where ρφ dominates phase B, as we are about
to discuss.
Hypersurface effects: We see that δN may be sourced
by the transitions occurring at any of the hypersurfaces
tA, tB, tC or tD. This effect can be significant if one or
many of these transitions occur on a hypersurface that is
significantly deviant from one of uniform density whereby
the associated r-parameters may acquire large magni-
tudes. Leaving the reheating hypersurfaces general nat-
urally allows us to account for effects such as modulated
reheating. The motivation for leaving the oscillation hy-
persurfaces general is that at present there is no definitive
conclusion about which hypersurface one should use for
the onset of oscillations. One may perhaps expect that
only quite perverse hypersurface choices would have any
observational effect, but this is not the case. For exam-
ple, one may rewrite the standard curvaton result in the
form N,σ ∝ δ ln ρBσ and so choosing tB to be a uniform-σ
hypersurface would yield N,σ ' 0. This is clearly incom-
parable to the standard curvaton result of N,σ  N,φ,
8emphasising that the choice of hypersurface can be cru-
cial.1 As a further example, in §VI D we shall explicitly
show that the condition provided by Kawasaki et al. [32]
is incomplete.
E. Limits of the general result
The general result (34) can be applied and simplified
to recover a huge range of different scenarios including
two-field inflation, the standard curvaton, the modulated
curvaton, the spectator scenario, modulated reheating
and the inhomogeneous end of inflation scenario. We
now show explicitly how four such limits are obtained.
Inhomogeneous End of Inflation: The standard as-
sumption of this scenario is that reheating occurs instan-
taneously at the end of inflation [3, 5, 7–11]. Thus only
phase A is relevant and so the term in eq. (34) pro-
portional to rD is not present. In addition, the term
δ ln ρAφ /3γ
C
φ in the expressions that lead to eq. (34) is
also absent since this is generated by integrating the dy-
namics occurring in phase B. Removing these we find
δN =
1
M2pl
[
UAσ (1− rA)− UAφ rA
](
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
+ δNHCA . (37)
If inflation ends on a uniform density hypersurface at
tA then 0 ≤ rA ≤ 1. One then recovers the HCA result
(δN ≈ δNHCA) if either field is the dominant energy
density at tA or if ρA  ρ∗. The existence of such
limits and how they relate to the onset of adiabaticity is
discussed extensively in refs. [15, 56] and arises due to
the dynamical constraints imposed by the assumption
of a sum-separable potential. The Inhomogeneous End
of Inflation scenario allows |rA|  1 which can modify
this result, even producing the dominant contribution
to δN at linear order if the end of inflation hypersurface
intercepts the inflationary bundle at a sufficiently large
angle [13].
Late-Rolling Spectator: If a field remains subdomi-
nant in energy density throughout inflation then it has
little effect on the background dynamics and is often re-
ferred to as a ‘spectator’ field. The predictions for spec-
tator scenarios depend significantly on the time at which
the spectator field rolls.
Certain forms of Uσ lead the spectator σ to roll well
before the end of inflation. Presuming that the σ field
stabilises in some positive mass minimum of its potential
then perturbations δσ will be attenuated. If such quench-
ing of isocurvature completes before the end of inflation
1 Note that if we take tB to be a uniform-φ hypersurface then we
do not find N,σ ' 0 because rB → 0 in this same limit.
then an adiabatic state is attained by tA and the obser-
vational predictions will be determined by the HCA with
δN = δNHCA. In this case the post-inflationary dynam-
ics are irrelevant and the formalism of this paper is not
required. An explicit model of this type was the axion-
quadratic model considered first in Elliston et al. [15]
where adiabaticity is reached before the end of inflation
if the axion mass is set to be at least five times larger
than that of the quadratic inflaton.
On the other hand, the formalism in this paper is re-
quired to consider other choices of Uσ where the σ field
rolls at or after the end of inflation. We now derive the
predictions for a late-rolling spectator models where σ
rolls significantly after the end of inflation and after the
inflaton has reheated to radiation. We therefore take
γCφ = γ
D
φ = 4/3. This scenario encapsulates the curva-
ton model, but is significantly more general because we
include the inflaton perturbations [57] and there is no
implicit requirement that the σ field perturbations dom-
inate at linear order (i.e. we do not assume R 1). We
also do not require a specific form of the potential Uσ or
a particular equation of state for the effective fluid ρσ.
In this case, since σ only rolls well after horizon exit,
it is an excellent approximation to consider φ as the adi-
abatic field at horizon exit and as such it will only re-
ceive a constant contribution from the initial boundary
at t∗. On the other hand, N,σ will be zero initially. To
explicitly recover this zero initial condition from full re-
sult (34) we first note that the above assumptions mean
that U ′σ
∗  U ′φ∗ and so the non-HCA terms in eq. (34)
will predominantly source N,σ over N,φ. Next, since
UAσ ' U∗σ , the first term in the square brackets of eq. (34)
provides the necessary cancellation with the N,σ contri-
bution from δNHCA.
The spectator scenario also implies that rA is negligi-
bly small for any hypersurface at tA, so long as it obeys
Aσ /
A
φ  fA,φ/fA,σ. This allows us to neglect the second
term in the square brackets of eq. (34) as well as setting
QA = 1.2 Finally, we know that QS = 1 in this case, and
so the results become
N,φ ' Uφ
M2plU
′
φ
∣∣∣∣
∗
, (38a)
N,σ ' r
D
3γDσ
QCQB U
′
σ
B2
UBσ U
′
σ
∗ . (38b)
This limit of our calculation is a generalisation of the
work of Kawasaki et al. [32] who derived a prescription
for determining the hypersurface at tB including pos-
sible deviations from uniform-density. By ignoring the
inflaton perturbations throughout they were implicitly
assuming QA = QC = 1. Our result allows for arbitrary
2 Extreme hypersurface geometry at tA that does not satisfy
Aσ /
A
φ  fA,φ/fA,σ can be accounted for simply by retaining the
second term in the square brackets of eq. (34) and the QA factor.
9hypersurface choices, not only at tB, but also at tC and
tD (and also at tA by a simple extension). In addi-
tion, we include the inflaton perturbations and account
for arbitrary equations of state and arbitrary decay order.
Standard quadratic curvaton: This is a specific case
of the Late-Rolling Spectator limit which occurs where
both Uφ and Uσ are of quadratic form and the φ field
reheats to radiation before tB. One therefore has γCφ =
γDφ = 4/3 and γ
C
σ = γ
D
σ = 1, and since there is no change
in the fluid equations of state at tC then QC = 1. The
oscillations at tA and tB are assumed to occur on uniform
density hypersurfaces and since rA  1 and rB  1 we
have QB = QA = 1. It was to achieve this specific simpli-
fication in the standard curvaton case was our motivation
for defining the Q parameters in the form given. We thus
recover the standard result
N,σ =
2rD
3σ∗
. (39)
Modulated Reheating by a fluid: The conventional
modulated reheating setup modulates the hypersurface
by allowing it to depend on the value of a slowly rolling
field σ. This result is not immediately derivable from our
four-phase calculation since this requires phase B to be
split into two subphases. As with the inflating curvaton,
we emphasise that this calculation can easily be done
by assembling the ingredients that we have provided in
the requisite manner, and we only refrain from provid-
ing these details because this particular model has been
recently studied elsewhere [13]. Instead, our calculation
allows us to consider a new scenario where the reheating
hypersurface for the φ field is modulated by its depen-
dence on a fluid density ρσ.
The simplest such scenario drives inflation with a sin-
gle field φ which subsequently oscillates as an effective
fluid ρφ. This fluid then reheats on a hypersurface, the
geometry of which is dependent on the value of the σ-
component, allowing any σ-perturbations to alter δN .
In this simplest case, the σ field has a negligible contri-
bution to the energy density throughout and so this is a
spectator case. To derive expressions for this model from
our framework we will have the φ field reheating at tC,
reserving tD to be a subsequent uniform density hyper-
surface such that we may identify ζ = δN . Presuming a
radiation fluid with γDφ = 4/3 after reheating, we require
γCφ 6= 4/3 to obtain a modification to ζ. Furthermore, the
assumptions that the σ field carries no energy density and
has negligible linear velocity during inflation means that
rA = rB = rD = 0 and so QS = QA = QB = 1. How-
ever, the parameter rC may have a large magnitude if the
modulated reheating has significant linear order effects.
We therefore find N,φ as in eq. (38a) and
N,σ =
(γDφ − γCφ )
γDφ
rC
3γCσ
U ′σ
B2
UBσ U
′
σ
∗ . (40)
The factor of (γDφ − γCφ ) emphasises the need for the
equation of state to change at tC in order for ζ to be
modified. Thus one could get a significant effect at
linear order if |rC|  1.
IV. THE SPECTRAL INDEX AND THE
TENSOR FRACTION
We now discuss the predictions for nζ and r˜ which
parametrise the linear statistics of inflationary pertur-
bations. Our discussion here is quite general, without
requiring a separable potential.
For this present argument it is helpful to consider a
rotated field basis such that φ is the adiabatic field at
horizon exit. In this case N,φ takes a constant value
N2,φ ' (2∗M2pl)−1 and N,σ is zero at horizon exit but
grows subsequently. This means that R = 0 initially, but
can grow to large values at later times. We can then
write nζ and r˜ as
r˜ =
16∗
1 +R
, (41a)
nζ − 1 = −2∗ + 2
Rη∗σσ + 2
√
Rη∗φσ + η
∗
φφ − 2∗
1 +R
, (41b)
where we have included the ηφσ term since we are not
assuming sum-separability here.
The effect of the subsequent multifield dynamics on r˜
is manifestly clear: it decreases. This follows because
R = 0 initially and R is positive definite. The physi-
cal explanation of this behaviour is that the multi-field
dynamics source additional contributions to ζ, but there
is no accompanying growth in the amplitude of gravita-
tional waves.
The evolution of nζ is almost as simple. There are two
limiting values that it reaches in the limits R  1 and
R 1, which are
nζ − 1 =
{
2η∗φφ − 6∗ , for R 1 ,
2η∗σσ − 2∗ , for R 1 .
(42)
For a separable potential with ηφσ = 0 then nζ must al-
ways lie between these two extremes. For models where
ηφσ dominates over the other slow-roll parameters then
it is possible for nζ to lie outside of the bounds given in
eq. (42), but only for intermediate values R ∼ 1. This
behaviour may occur when the field trajectory is under-
going a rapid turn in phase space.
Spectator models make a pleasant example of how nζ
evolves since the field φ is essentially the adiabatic field
at horizon exit. For simple models where the σ pertur-
bations grow monotonically to dominate ζ, there is usu-
ally a smooth transition between the two limits given in
eq. (42) as R increases. When nζ is plotted against N ,
we therefore see a step shape as illustrated for the stan-
dard curvaton model in figure 2. In general, there is no
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FIG. 2: Numerical evolution (solid blue line) of nζ for the
standard curvaton model (V = 1
2
m2φφ
2 + 1
2
m2σσ
2), plotted
against the e-folds N . Parameters used are σ∗ = 0.01Mpl,
φ∗ = 16Mpl and mφ = 5mσ such that NA ≈ 60. Our analytic
method gives the dashed black line. A small value of σ∗ is
required in order that the curvaton perturbations come to
dominate ζ.
guarantee that the R  1 regime will be reached, re-
ducing the available range of values that nζ may take.
Furthermore, for complex models we should expect non-
monotonic evolution of nζ as R fluctuates.
V. SECOND ORDER INGREDIENTS
The second order derivatives such as N,σσ follow di-
rectly from varying the linear result (34). Writing out
the full result is too complex to be intuitively useful, but
this is also not desirable because the majority of infla-
tionary scenarios that we would like to consider will not
be as general as the most general case studied here. It
is therefore more useful for us to provide the ingredients
that allow the second order results to be derived, and
these may be assembled by the user for the given prob-
lem at hand.
When varying eq. (34), the fundamental ingredients
that we need to know are the partial derivatives of the
fields or fluids at times tA, tB, tC and tD with respect to
horizon exit field values. These derivatives may respec-
tively and immediately be read from eqs. (21), (23), (27)
and (30). One further useful result is the derivative
∂σB/∂σ∗ which follows from eq. (23) as
∂σB
∂σ∗
=
U ′σ
B
U ′σ
∗
(
1− rB)QSQA . (43)
Variations of xφ and xσ: Because we do not require
any specific definition of the hypersurfaces where oscil-
lations begin, there is no guarantee that the parameters
xφ and xσ are constant. We therefore provide expressions
for their variation below. In some simple situations, how-
ever, the x-parameters may be very nearly constant, and
so such variations are not required. One such example
is given by a monomial potential with the oscillation on-
set condition of Kawasaki et al [32] such that |σ′/σ| = 1
on the hypersurface where the σ field begins to oscillate.
But for a general potential or a general hypersurface we
find, after eliminating f,φ and f,σ in favour of r, that the
x-parameters vary as
δxφ
xφ
=
[(
U ′φ
2
Uφ
− 2U ′′φ +
U ′φ
2
ρ
)
r − U
′
σ
2
ρ
(
1− r)]
A
×(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
, (44a)
δxσ
xσ
=
[
xσΩφ
γCφ
γCσ
r +
(
2U ′′σUσ
U ′σ
2 − 1− Ωσ
)(
1− r)]
B
×
QSQAU
′
σ
B2
UBσ
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
, (44b)
from which one may simply read off the partial deriva-
tives such as ∂xφ/∂σ
∗.
Variations of the r-parameters: The variations of r
naturally depend upon second derivatives of the hyper-
surface functions f . It proves useful to collect such terms
via the dimensionless parameter
F = ρσ
(
f,σσ
f,σ
+
f,φφf,σ
f2,φ
− 2f,φσ
f,φ
)
, (45)
where F = 0 for a hypersurface of uniform density. We
then find the variations of the r-parameters as
δrA = −
[(
F U
′
σ
2
Uσ
+ 2U ′′σ
)(
1− r)+ 2U ′′φ r]
A
× rA(1− rA)( δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
, (46a)
δrB = −
[(
F − Ωσ + 2U
′′
σUσ
U ′σ
2
)(
1− r)+ xσ γCφ
γCσ
(
1 + Ωφ
)
r
]
B
× rB(1− rB)QAQSU ′σB2
UBσ
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
,
(46b)
δrC = −
[(
1 + F)(1− r)+ γCφ
γCσ
r
]
C
× rC(1− rC)QAQBQSU ′σB2
UBσ
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
,
(46c)
δrD = −
[(
1 + F)(1− r)+ γDφ
γDσ
r
]
D
(
1 + C1rC
)
× rD(1− rD)QAQBQSU ′σB2
UBσ
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
.
(46d)
These general results account for second order effects
arising from the modulated transition at any of the
hypersurfaces at tA, tB, tC or tD.
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Uniform density case: In this scenario the above re-
sults simplify considerably since f,φ = f,σ = 1 and F = 0.
One finds
δxφ
xφ
=
[
U ′φ
2
Uφ
− 2U ′′φ
]
A
rA
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
, (47a)
δxσ
xσ
=
[
U ′σ
2
Uσ
− 2U ′′σ
]
B
(
rB − 1)QSQA( δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
,
(47b)
and we clearly see that these are zero for quadratic po-
tentials Uφ and Uσ. The r parameters also simplify in
the uniform density case as
δrA =
[
2U ′′σ
(
1− r)+ 2U ′′φ r]
A
× rA(rA − 1)( δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
, (48a)
δrB = QAQS
[
2U ′′σ
2
+
(
xσ
γCφU
′
σ
2
γCσ Uσ
− 2U ′′σ
)
r
]
B
× rB(rB − 1)( δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
, (48b)
δrC = QAQBQS
[
1 +
γCφ − γCσ
γCσ
rC
]
× rC(rC − 1)U ′σB2
UBσ
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
, (48c)
δrD = QAQBQS(1 + C1rC)[1 + γDφ − γDσ
γDσ
rD
]
× rD(rD − 1)U ′σB2
UBσ
(
δφ∗
U ′φ
∗ −
δσ∗
U ′σ
∗
)
. (48d)
Interpretation: At linear order, the necessary detail
about the geometry of a given hypersurface is encap-
sulated in the parameter r. At second order we need
also to consider F . In the uniform density case, r is
bounded as 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 where r = 0 corresponds to a
dominant φ component and r = 1 occurs when the σ
component dominates. In either of these limits we ob-
serve that δr = 0. For uniform density hypersurfaces we
therefore only expect modulation effects from δr in the
intermediate regime. At tB, tC and tD this corresponds
to the scenario where both fields have a non-negligible
contribution to the total energy density, whereas at tA
this corresponds to the case where both fields are mov-
ing with comparable velocities (for most simple potentials
this would correspond to the scenario where both fields
begin oscillations at about the same time). These con-
ditions make intuitive sense, because if one field totally
dominates then the phase space dynamics are essentially
linear motion; it is only in the presence of turning that
isocurvature modes are able to modify ζ.
For the non-uniform density case, however, this condi-
tion is relaxed. One still requires r to deviate from zero
or unity for any significant effect to occur, but in this case
r may take any real value depending on the geometry of
the hypersurface in question. This makes it considerably
easier for large values of δr to be achieved.
VI. BISPECTRA IN SPECIFIC CASES
We now consider the bispectrum parameter fNL in
a few interesting limiting cases. First, to recover and
extend previous results, we shall consider Late-Rolling
Spectator models for a general potential Uσ but without
modulation at tB. A specific limit this result recovers
the standard curvaton scenario, without neglecting the
inflaton perturbations. As an illustration of how differ-
ent forms for Uσ can alter this result, we shall discuss a
simple hilltop potential. Next, we shall test the analytic
criterion of Kawasaki et al. [32] for defining the hyper-
surface on which oscillations begin. We will do this with
the axion quadratic model [15, 40] as an example of a
spectator model where oscillations begin on a modulated
hypersurface. In doing so we will show that our ana-
lytic formalism is able to explain the numerical results of
ref. [40]. Finally, we shall use the technology introduced
in this paper to consider a novel scenario of modulated
reheating where the modulation is determined by a fluid
rather than a field.
In all cases, a bispectrum analysis requires that we
compute the linear perturbation ratio R, as well as
the ratios of δN coefficients N,σσ/N
2
,σ, N,φφ/N
2
,φ and
N,φσ/N,φN,σ.
A. Late-Rolling Spectator models
This scenario was introduced in §III E where it was
shown how to calculate its linear order statistics. Our
aim in this section is to show how the parameter fNL may
be a sensitive probe of the particular form of the potential
Uσ, thereby eliminating some regions of potential space.
We make the same assumptions as before. The inflaton
reheats before the σ field rolls, giving γCφ = γ
D
φ = 4/3.
We choose ρσ to reheat at t
D and so γCσ = γ
D
σ and QC =
1. In addition, to simplify the present discussion, we shall
restrict to scenarios where QB = 1. For the spectator
cases this does not place significant constraints on the
hypersurface at tB because one only requires fB,σ/f
B
,φ 
xσρ
B
φ/ρ
B
σ where the right-hand-side of this inequality is
very large in the spectator scenario. We can then find
N,φφ and N,σσ by taking the derivatives of N,φ and N,σ
as given in eqs. (38a) and eq. (38b) to find
√
R =
M2plr
D
3γDσ
U ′σ
B2
UBσ U
′
σ
∗
U ′φ
∗
U∗φ
, (49a)
N,φφ
N2,φ
= M2pl
(
U ′φ
2
U2φ
− U
′′
φ
Uφ
)
∗
, (49b)
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N,σσ
N2,σ
=
(
3γDσ − 4
)
rD + 4− 6γDσ
+
3γDσ
rD
UBσ
U ′σ
B2
(
2U ′′σ
B − U ′′σ ∗
)
, (49c)
and we have not included the N,φσ term since we find this
to provide a subdominant contribution to fNL. We note
that the final term in eq. (49c) has the form (2ηBσσ−η∗σσ)
which is of the same form as the slow-roll contributions
to fNL as identified in eq. (3.8) of ref. [56] under the
identification of σ as the isocurvature field.
For times t ≤ tB the inflaton perturbations dominate
and fNL ∼ O(∗). Later on, as rD grows, then it is
possible that R will grow to exceed unity. Presuming this
to be the case, then the N,σσ term will now contribute
to fNL. For small r
D (but not so small that R  1) the
final term in eq. (49c) is dominant. Since tD is a uniform
density hypersurface, rD saturates at a value of unity in
the limit where the σ field dominates the energy density.
Presuming R 1 at the same time, which is not always
the case, one finds fNL takes a limiting value
fNL → 5γ
D
σ
2
[
UBσ
U ′σ
B2
(
2U ′′σ
B − U ′′σ ∗
)− 1] . (50)
Therefore, whether we are in the limit rD  1 or rD → 1,
we see that fNL is enhanced for any model where UσU
′′
σ 
U ′σ
2
. Such models, which includes the hilltop case we are
shortly to consider, are therefore ruled out by Planck
bounds of fNL = 2.7± 5.8 at 68% C.L. [58].
B. Double Quadratic
We include this model only to demonstrate that we
recover this standard result. Setting Uφ =
1
2m
2
φφ
2 and
Uσ =
1
2m
2
σσ
2 and also γCσ = γ
D
σ = 1 in eqs. (49a)-(49c)
yields
√
R =
2rD
3
√
NA
Mpl
σ∗
, (51a)
N,φφ
N2,φ
=
1
2NA
, (51b)
N,σσ
N2,σ
= −rD − 2 + 3
2rD
, (51c)
where NA ≈ φ∗2/4M2pl is the number of efolds of in-
flation. In the limit where the inflation perturbations
are neglected, these results recover the curvaton result
of Lyth and Rodr´ıguez [49]. Again, 0 ≤ rD ≤ 1 since
tD is a uniform density hypersurface. Before the cur-
vaton has any effect on the linear perturbations then
R 1 and fNL assumes a negligible single-field value of
fNL ' 5/(12NA) ∼ 10−2. The σ perturbations can come
to dominate the linear order statistics (R  1) at later
times, but from the form of eq. (51a) we can immediately
see that this is only possible for models with σ∗  Mpl.
Presuming that R does indeed grow to take a value sig-
nificantly exceeding unity, one finds that fNL increases
to a positive peak at R ≈ 3 where fNL ≈ 0.035Mpl/σ∗
before settling down to an asymptotic value in the limit
of large R where fNL = −5/4. Planck constraints on fNL
therefore eliminate initial field values in close proximity
to the minimum of this potential. We plot the depen-
dence of fNL against R in figure 3, where we highlight
the fact that fNL is small for small R because the infla-
ton perturbations dominate in this regime.
FIG. 3: Numerical evolution (solid blue line) of fNL for the
standard double quadratic curvaton model, plotted against
R. Parameters used are σ∗ = 0.01Mpl, φ∗ = 16Mpl and
mφ = 5mσ such thatN
A ≈ 60. Our analytic method gives the
dashed black line. Consistent with the analytic predictions,
fNL begins with a small value, before increasing to a positive
peak near to R ≈ 3 with fNL ≈ 2.3 at the peak itself. For
larger values of R the value of fNL reduces towards the limit
fNL → −5/4.
C. Hilltop curvaton
Moving beyond quadratic forms for Uσ or Uφ will
clearly modify the observational predictions. An inter-
esting scenario are ‘hilltop’ potentials where σ∗ lies in a
plateau region of the potential Uσ, such as models where
σ is an axion and Uσ assumes a sinusoidal form. For sim-
plicity we keep Uφ as a standard quadratic potential. In
order to keep the discussion somewhat generic we define
the hilltop form of Uσ by using the lowest order Taylor
expansion which yields a quadratic term in the simplest
of cases. An effective hilltop potential can therefore be
written as Uσ = const. − 12m2σ(σ − σ0)2 where we take
the constant to equal 12m
2
σσ
2
0 . Clearly this potential has
strange behaviour as σ → 0, but this is not an issue
because the field will begin to oscillate as a fluid much
closer to the hilltop.
To determine the predictions, we need to know σB. We
calculate this from the background equations of motion
by presuming the oscillation condition of Kawasaki et
al. [32]. We also presume a large mass ratio m2φ  m2σ in
order to realise the Late-Rolling condition. The calcula-
tion of σB is placed in the appendix. The result eq. (A5)
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gives (σ0 − σB) ' e1/4(σ0 − σ∗) for γφ = 4/3, inform-
ing us that the field does not roll far before it begins to
oscillate.
N,φφ/N
2
,φ follows identically to the standard curvaton
model, but R and N,σσ/N
2
,σ are modified. In the hilltop
limit where (σ0 − σ∗) σ0 we find
√
R ' 2r
De1/2
3γDσ
√
NA
Mpl
σ0
σ0 − σ∗
σ0
, (52a)
N,σσ
N2,σ
' (3γDσ − 4)rD + 4− 6γDσ −
3γDσ
2rD
σ20
(σ0 − σB)2 ,
(52b)
and away from the hilltop limit one finds results qualita-
tively similar to those of the standard double quadratic.
In the hilltop limit we see that R will always be small
unless Uσ is a small-field potential with σ0  Mpl, and
the initial condition on σ∗ must not be too close to the
eternal inflation point at the apex of the hilltop. Pro-
vided that these conditions are met, then we see that
this choice of potential Uσ has a greater capacity to gen-
erate large fNL, with larger values arising the closer σ
∗
is to the hilltop maximum.
D. Quadratic Axion
We now consider the quadratic axion model of Ellis-
ton et al. [15]. We will now demonstrate that our an-
alytic formalism is capable of describing the numerical
behaviour found in Leung et al. [40] for this model. A
second aim here is to investigate the validity of the cri-
terion for the onset of oscillations that is provided by
Kawasaki et al. [32]. We have singled out this particular
prescription because it appears sensible and has also been
shown to give accurate results previously. The criterion
suggests that oscillations begin on a hypersurface defined
by |σ′/σ| = µ, where the authors of ref. [32] claim that
the constant µ is of order unity, but that observables are
independent of its precise value.
Their work considered only the spectator case. Taking
this limit of our results, and presuming that any modu-
lation at times tA and tB is sufficiently small, then any
explicit dependence on the x-parameters drops out. In
this limit we therefore agree that the value of µ should
have no bearing on the observational predictions. How-
ever, as one moves away from the spectator limit then we
anticipate different behaviour. We therefore consider a
model that is not a spectator model, and investigate the
consequences of varying µ.
For the axion quadratic model the φ field follows the
quadratic potential Uφ =
1
2m
2
φφ
2 and Uσ takes the form
Uσ = Λ
4
(
1− cos
(2piσ
f
))
, (53)
where 0 ≤ σ ≤ f/2. We take parameters of f = 1,
Λ4 = m2φf
2/(4pi2), φ∗ = 16Mpl and σ∗ = ( f2 −0.001)Mpl.
We then vary the values of the Γ parameters. These
are all illustrated in figure 4 where we see that the an-
alytic method is providing a good fit to the numerical
behaviour. This demonstrates that the numerical results
of Leung et al. [40] are simply explained by considering
the relative redshifting of the two fluids involved, con-
sistent with the conclusions of Meyers and Tarrant [41].
FIG. 4: Plots of fNL for the axion quadratic model with pa-
rameters as given under eq. (53). The solid blue line is the
numerical result and the dashed black line is the analytic re-
sult. For the top pane we use µ = 0.6, and the other two
panes use µ = 0.8. The values of the Γ parameters, in units
of mφ, are: Top pane: Γφ = 0.01 and Γσ = 0.1, Middle
pane: Γφ = 0.01 and Γσ = 0.01, Bottom pane: Γφ = 0.1 and
Γσ = 0.01.
In figure 5 we show a plot of fNL, calculated analyt-
ically for three different values of µ. The fact that the
analytic results are so sensitive to the parameter µ moti-
vates a need for better analytic methods to describe when
a scalar field begins to oscillate. Our analytic formalism
can be used as a testing ground for such analytic meth-
ods because it applies equally to all methods for defining
the hypersurface of oscillation onset.
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FIG. 5: Plot of the analytic evolution of fNL for the axion
quadratic model with parameters as given under eq. (53). The
decay rates are Γφ = 0.01 and Γσ = 0.01. The red, black
and blue lines correspond to respectively µ = 0.5, µ = 1
and µ = 2, showing that the analytic estimates depend quite
sensitively on the exact value of µ. This demonstrates a need
for a better analytic condition for the onset of oscillations.
E. Modulated reheating of a fluid, by a fluid
Let us now consider a new scenario where the decay of
the φ field is modulated by a fluid ρσ. This setup was
described in the text leading to eq. (40), which combined
with eq. (38a) gives the linear δN coefficients. In order to
differentiate these we note that since tC is not a uniform
density hypersurface then δrC follows from eq. (46c). To
differentiate quantities depending on σB we also employ
eq. (43) where in the present scenario QS = QA = 1 and
rB is negligible. For a general potential Uσ we then find
√
R =
M2plr
C
3γCσ
(γDφ − γCφ )
γDφ
U ′σ
B2
UBσ U
′
σ
∗
U ′φ
∗
U∗φ
, (54a)
N,φφ
N2,φ
= M2pl
(
U ′φ
2
U2φ
− U
′′
φ
Uφ
)
∗
= 2∗φ − η∗φφ , (54b)
N,σσ
N2,σ
=
3γCσ γ
D
φ
γDφ − γCφ
[
FC (1− r
C)2
rC
+ rC − 2 + γ
C
φ
γCσ
(1− rC)
+
UBσ
U ′σ
B2rC
(
2U ′′σ
B − U ′′σ ∗
)]
, (54c)
where we have not written the N,φσ component since we
find that this is negligible. The rewriting of eq. (54b) is
afforded by the assumption that Uφ is the only contribu-
tion to the energy density of the Universe. We therefore
see that the only way to obtain fNL larger than O(∗) is
from the N,σσ term.
We note that the limit ρσ → 0 does not invalidate
the use of rC, because the function fC can be defined to
compensate for this apparently singular behaviour. Such
details are automatically accounted for by simply writing
all instances of fC,φ or f
C
,σ in terms of r
C and noting that
rC is directly related to the angle that the hypersurface
makes in phase space which is a perfectly regular quan-
tity. A final point about eq. (54c) is that it does not lead
to a divergence in fNL for γ
D
φ = γ
C
φ because such diver-
gent behaviour is regularized by the prefactor of R2 in
eq. (3d) for fNL.
From these general formulae we can make some more
detailed inference. A plot of fNL against time will be a
step function with a slow-roll suppressed value before tC
where it will jump in value. The final value depends on
the value of rC. If we choose rC = 0 then there is no
modulation and so there is no step. As we increase the
magnitude of rC we obtain the following behaviour
• |rC|  1
N,σσ
N2,σ
=
3γCσ γ
D
φ
γDφ − γCφ
[
FC+ U
B
σ
U ′σ
B2
(
2U ′′σ
B−U ′′σ ∗
)]
1
rC
, (55)
• rC = 1
N,σσ
N2,σ
=
3γCσ γ
D
φ
γDφ − γCφ
[
− 1 + U
B
σ
U ′σ
B2
(
2U ′′σ
B − U ′′σ ∗
)]
, (56)
• |rC|  1
N,σσ
N2,σ
=
3γCσ γ
D
φ
γDφ − γCφ
[
FC + 1− γ
C
φ
γCσ
]
rC , (57)
where there is nothing special about rC = 1 but we in-
clude this to illustrate the behaviour for intermediate val-
ues of rC.
We see that |fNL| & 1 is possible for small values of
rC but this is only possible if R is sufficiently large.
To obtain R ≥ 1 for quadratic potentials this requires
σ∗ ≤ rCMpl/(6
√
NA) which represents an increasing de-
gree of fine-tuning in σ∗ as rC → 0. Alternatively, for
large values of rC it is easy to obtain R ≥ 1 without
significant fine-tuning on σ∗ and, as expected, the sign
of fNL is dependent on the geometry of the reheating
hypersurface. Finally, for intermediate values of rC we
find small but non-negligible results such as the case with
rC = 1 and Uσ as a quadratic potential in which case we
obtain fNL = −5.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides an analytic formalism for show-
ing how perturbative reheating modifies the predictions
of two-field slow-roll inflation. This is therefore an ex-
tension of the inflationary work carried out by Vernizzi
and Wands [1]. Our calculations are made possible by
replacing the oscillating fields with effective fluids.
The hypersurfaces where the two fields begin to os-
cillate are arbitrary, as are the hypersurfaces where the
two fields reheat. This allows us to include all of the ef-
fects of modulation throughout. In addition, we do not
require that the fields reheat in any particular order. De-
spite this generality, the linear order contribution to ζ in
eq. (34) is reasonably simple. This linear order result is
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the principle result of this paper, since all higher order
results follow by differentiation. We provide the ingredi-
ents needed to compute the second order results, which
may be assembled to suit a given problem. Our explicit
results are specific to the four phases illustrated in fig-
ure 1 which reduces to a large range of existing scenar-
ios in different limits. The calculations that define our
formalism are more general, however, and can easily be
adapted to models that do not fit this four-phase picture,
such as the inflating curvaton.
There is a clear physical motivation to consider mod-
ulation of the reheating hypersurfaces, since this allows
us to fully account for the physical effects of modulated
reheating or an inhomogeneous end of inflation. The
main motivation to allow the fields to begin oscillations
on an arbitrary hypersurface is simply that we do not
currently have a robust prescription for what this hyper-
surface should be. Earlier work by Kawasaki et al. [32]
demonstrated that this can be different from a surface of
uniform density and they provided a simple prescription
that works well for spectator models—where one field
dominates the energy density. We then tested this pre-
scription outside of the spectator regime and found that
it produces spurious effects on the predictions for observ-
ables. Further work is therefore required to discern the
analytic conditions that define the onset of oscillations.
Since our formalism is agnostic about such analytic con-
ditions, it provides a suitable test bed for studying dif-
ferent suggestions.
We have used our formalism to discuss predictions for
a model where reheating is modulated by a fluid rather
than a field. The conclusions show that a large value of
fNL is easily produced if the hypersurface has the correct
geometry. This is consistent with the results of Elliston
et al. [13] where it was shown that the geometry of the
reheating hypersurface is significantly constrained in the
light of Planck bispectrum data. We therefore expect
that this scenario may be similarly constrained.
Our work has important consequences for earlier nu-
merical work. In particular, Leung et al. [40] discussed
the evolution of fNL as one varies the Γ parameters of
perturbative reheating. Like Meyers and Tarrant [41],
our work demonstrates that these numerical findings can
be neatly explained by considering the relative redshift-
ing of the two fluids involved.
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Appendix A: Background dynamics of spectator
models
The spectator assumption ensures that the dominant
φ field evolves independently of the σ-component dy-
namics. Choosing tA by the condition of Kawasaki et
al. [32] as given in eq. (17a), we find φA ≈ √2Mpl. In-
tegrating the background equation of motion for the φ
field then yields φ∗ ≈ 2Mpl
√
NA. We therefore find
ρAφ =
1
2m
2
φφ
A2 = M2plm
2
φ. This allows us to find
ρB ≈ ρBφ = M2plm2φe−3γ
C
φN
B
. We can also apply eq. (17a)
to find the onset of σ oscillations which provides the ad-
ditional constraint ρBφ = 3M
2
plU
′
σ
B
/(cBσB). We note that
we find it necessary to modify eq. (17a) in the vicinity of
a hilltop at σ0 such that σ-field oscillations begin when
|(σ−σ0)′/(σ−σ0)| equals unity rather than |σ′/σ|. Com-
bining these relations for ρBφ we therefore find an impor-
tant constraint on the parameters as
e3γ
C
φN
B
=
cBσBm2φ
3U ′σ
B
,
cB
3
m2φ ≥
U ′σ
B
σB
, (A1)
where the inequality follows since NB ≥ 1. A large hier-
archy must exist between the two sides of this inequality
if NB is to take any value greater than one efold.
Let us now consider the dynamics of the σ field during
phases A and B. The background equations of motion are
respectively given in eqs. (20) and eq. (22). These can
be combined, integrated and simplified using eq. (A1) to
yield∫ B
∗
dσ
U ′σ
≈ − 1
2m2φ
(
ln(4NA) +
2e3γ
C
φN
B
cBγCφ
)
. (A2)
In deriving this result we have neglected the two bound-
ary terms on the right-hand-side that are evaluated at
tA. Such terms only exist as an artifact of the imper-
fect matching between the two phases and we find that
they are sufficiently small that they may be neglected.
The two terms on the right hand side of eq. (A2) are
sourced respectively by the dynamics during phases A
and B. Since we require NA ≈ 60 to be consistent with
observation, we find that the first term dominates for
NB . 1 for reasonable equations of state and the second
term dominates otherwise. For the hilltop model con-
sidered in §VI C we specialise to the case where there is
a significant mass hierarchy such that this second term
dominates. We can then use eq. (A1) to write∫ B
∗
dσ
U ′σ
≈ − σ
B
3γCφU
′
σ
B
. (A3)
For a quadratic potential Uσ =
1
2m
2
σσ
2 one then finds
ln
(
σB
σ∗
)
= − 1
3γCφ
, (A4)
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of for an inverted quadratic potential Uσ = const. −
1
2m
2
σ(σ − σ0)2 one finds
ln
(
σ0 − σB
σ0 − σ∗
)
=
1
3γCφ
. (A5)
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